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EU translation services
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DGT



Euramis: the internal TM 
of the European Union

ÅManaged by the EC (DGT) for all EU institutions 

Å Incudes 725 million monolingual segments [end 2014]

Č Growing at 2.6 million per month

ÅAll 24 languages but different volumes:

96 820 335 in EN, 57 732 689 monolingual in FR

2 798 524 in GA, 2 775 226 monolingual in HR
Č The rest between 22 and 38 million

All used for MT@EC, the machine translation service 
of the EU and precursor of the CEF.AT platform



DGT - TM: the public TM of the EC

Å A DGT product 

Å Corresponds to the óAcquis Communautaire ô (the entire body of 
European legislation).

Å Available in 24 languages with different sizes.

Å Harvested automatically every day from EurLeX , the EU 
legislation database), segmented and automatically aligned and 
stored in Euramis. 

Å Extracted  from Euramis and distributed through the Joint 
Research Centre (JRC) web site and the EU Open Data portal.

Å Accompanied by software allowing extraction of sentences and 
their translations for any of the 276 language pair combinations . 

Å Annual updates
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http://europa.eu/abc/eurojargon/index_en.htm


ÅWhy DGT - TM?

ÅTo support multilingualism, language diversity and 
the re -use of Commission information.

ÅHow it can be used?

ÅAs a TM for computer assisted translation tools by 
any translator

ÅBy natural langue processing specialists 

Å to train statistical machine translation engines, 

Å to generate multilingual dictionaries, 

Å to train and test multilingual information extraction 
software

Å Included in LR repositories 
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DGT - TM 

ÅAfter the 2015 update:

Å90 million translation units in total
(1.47 billion words ). 

ÅMostly about 200K new translation units per 
language. 

ÅCroatian (HR) data almost doubles.

Å





Other similar resources on JRC site

Å the JRC- Acquis parallel corpus in 2006 (over 1 billion words in 22 
languages), 

Å the DGT - Acquis parallel corpus in 2012,

Å the multilingual named entity resource JRC- Names in 2011, 

Å the multilingual multi - label classification tool (and accompanying 
text data) JRC EuroVoc Indexer (JEX) (22 languages) in 2012, 

Å the ECDC- TM Translation Memory in 2012 (domain: Public Health)

Å the EAC- TM Translation Memory in 2013 (domain: Education and 
Culture),

Å the DCEP (Digital Corpus of the European Parliament) in 2014,

Å and further smaller multilingual resources. 


